The Secret Life Of Emily Dickinson: A Novel

The Secret Life of Emily Dickinson has ratings and reviews. An astonishing novel that removes Emily Dickinson's own
mysterious mask and reveals."In this brilliant and hilarious jailbreak of a novel, Charyn channels the genius poet and her
great leaps of the imagination."Donna Seaman, Booklist, starred.Charyn's novel breezily chronicles the chaotic
emotional life of Emily Dickinson. Unfazed by the challenging lack of event in his subject's.'The Secret Life of Emily
Dickinson' by Jerome Charyn Slim pickings for a biographical novel, yet the attraction of Dickinson's poetry for.Freely
mixing fact with fiction, Jerome Charyn's Emily Dickinson lusts after a handyman while boarding at Holyoke, visits rum
resorts with her.Review: The Secret Life of Emily Dickinson, by Jerome Charyn Although this novel lacks the forward
drive we have come to expect from.If all you know about the poet comes from a few sparkling nature poems,avert your
eyes. Jerome Charyn's "The Secret Life of Emily Dickinson".The book jacket of Jerome Charyn's imagined life of Emily
Dickinson depicts a demure young lady captured in a Victorian silhouette. The thing is, the woman's.WW Norton Co,
United States, Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand New. Book. Jerome Charyn, one of the most
important writers in.The end of another year (and decade) offers many amusements and diversions, chief among them
the inevitable, retrospective lists. We made our own attempt in .Jerome Charyn (born May 13, ) is an American author.
With nearly 50 published works . The publication of his novel The Secret Life of Emily Dickinson (W.W. Norton)
stirred a great deal of controversy. Some critics felt that Charyn.What if the old maid of Amherst wasn't an old maid at
all? The poet dons a hundred veils, alternately playing wounded lover, penitent, and female devil in this.Emily
Dickinson is not the only character in this novel with a secret life. What are some other secrets that come to light? How
do secrets and.Evenings with an Author: Jerome Charyn, The Secret Life of Emily Dickinson. Tuesday The novel,
daringly written in first person, begins in the snow. It's .
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